Assumptions
• The learning session is being delivered over a virtual meeting so
the participants can interact with one another
• The instructor was able to communicate with and assign prework to the learners in the session
• The session is being taught in the earlier stages of a cohort
working together
• The session has no more than 10 participants
• The instructor was able to create some type of social media
group and invite the participants before the session
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Before-During-After + active learning
principles in the learning design
Before

During

After

“Know Thyself”
Pre-work assessments

Theories and ideas for
application

Take action
Reflect together on results

Activation

A

A

A

Activation
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Prework before the session: estimated
time 20 minutes

Remente Life Wheel Assessment
Four Tendencies Assessment
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Well-Being in a Remote
Study Setting
Developing Strategies for Success!

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 4.0 International
License.
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Welcome! I’m your host Kristin
a.k.a. the “Swedish Nerd”

Learning is my #1 passion in life!

Experienced distance learner

Hobbies: working out, growing stuff, cooking

Please admire the sparkly crown and coffee cup. I am the Queen Diva of my apartment at
least ;-)
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Poll
10= max weirdness

On a scale of 1-10, how
weird will it feel to go off
mute and participate in the
call?

1= totally OK

Ask learners to answer the poll (created in the meeting software) and challenge themselves
to proactively participate when there are chances for discussion.
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Introduce yourself to the group
• Name you prefer to be called
• Where you are from?
• Favourite pet:
• puppy,
• kitten,
• I couldn’t possibly choose
they are both so cute,
• I’m allergic!

Ask the students to go off mute and use their webcams if they like.
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Learning Objectives and Activities
Develop awareness of one’s own state of
being

Reflect on self assessments of life balance
and habitual tendencies

Explore ideas of what well-being means in
general

Estimate where types of well-being falls
on Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs

Develop strategies to increase your
chances of success as a distance learner

Select the most applicable (for you)
potential pitfalls of distance learning
Combine this with your knowledge of your
habit tendencies to select strategies
Commit publicly on the social media
group to your strategies

Here are the learning objectives and activities you’ll experience as part of this session
today.
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Well-being: one definition!

This is the Remente Life Wheel which they should have done as pre-work.
This is supposed to give a good visual of balance in one’s life.
Ask the learners to use the pointer to indicate the area they are most satisfied with in their
life.
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Well-being: another definition!

Your studies?

Other important stuff!!!

Image: https://www.simplypsychology.org/maslow.html

Learners may have heard of Maslow’s Heirarchy of Needs before. Ask whether anyone can
summarise it. Emphasise it’s important that each lower level doesn’t have to be 100%
perfect before addressing needs at higher levels, they just need to be good enough.
Let’s compare the Remente wheel with this diagram. Do they more or less match? Where
might each aspect of the Remente wheel fit?
Ask learners to point to where their studies would fall on this heirarchy. Probably
somewhere between esteem and self-actualisation.
So it’s really important to think about where we are really satisfied with our lives and
where we might have aspects of our lives which need attention.
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Distance Learning is challenging: the good
news
Estimated between 10-20% lower retention compared to presence courses

The first course is the most difficult, it gets easier!

See the references.
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Distance Learning is challenging: WHY?
Estimated between 10-20% lower retention compared to presence courses
#1 Reason!!!!

Got behind in assignments, couldn’t catch up
Not prepared for re-prioritising time
Personal or professional transitions
Miss personal, real-time interactions with
instructor, classmates
Lack support from friends, family, employer,
academic counselor
Discomfort with the technology

See the references. Studies vary in exact numbers but seem to estimate between 10-20%
lower retention rate for distance learners versus on-campus learners of the same courses.
Why could this be? Ask the students to put some ideas on the whiteboard for 30 seconds
or so and evaluate these, group them.
Review each of these top reasons. Ask learners to think about whether they expect any of
these might be an issue for them personally– they will get back to this!
Because the#1 reason is getting behind in assignments, we look at how we can form good
habits to help us get our studying done on time.
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Your habit ”Tendency”
Questioner

Upholder

Rebel

Obliger

Images: https://pixabay.com
The Four Tendencies courtesy of Gretchen Rubin

Explain each tendency briefly again and ask students to put the pointer next to where the
quiz told them they sit.
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Upholders: “nailing it” and challenges
Nailing it!

Challenges

Drive yourself to meet
commitments on time

Over-focus on structure,
goal completion vs. process
Upholder

Good at structuring your
priorities to meet goals

Can be seen as “bossy,”
inflexible and
unsympathetic to other
classmates with different
tendencies

Discuss pros and cons in light of studying which upholders may have.
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Questioners: “nailing it” and challenges
Nailing it!

Challenges

Open to new information
and challenging viewpoints

Over-focus on “more
information,” analysis
paralysis
Questioner

May feel more free to be
creative and try new
approaches

Might not want to conform
to given ”rules” on
assignments

Discuss pros and cons in light of studying which questioners may have.
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Obligers: “nailing it” and challenges
Nailing it!

Challenges

Great at meeting
externally-set deadlines

Has difficulty getting
started on tasks without
some external “kick”

Always willing to help a
classmate

Prioritise classmates’ needs
over your own, causing
delays

Obliger

Discuss pros and cons in light of studying which obligers may have.
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Rebels: “nailing it” and challenges
Nailing it!

Challenges

Loves a challenge!

Resents expectations or
structure of any type

Can think of different ways
they want to address
assignments

Rebel

May not want to
compromise for the sake of
the team

Discuss pros and cons in light of studying which rebels may have.
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Strategies to get into good habits
Monitoring

Foundation

Scheduling

Accountability

Better Than Before: courtesy of Gretchen Rubin

Monitoring: measuring our specific actions in a numerical way
Foundation: look at which habits help us sleep, move, eat and drink properly, and
”unclutter” (lower levels of Maslow’s)
Scheduling: plan a date and time, reminder to execute the habit
Accountability: announce publicly or allow
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Making it practical: sample strategies to
address our strengths and challenges
Upholders

Questioners

Use an app to set goals and tick off
completion (Monitoring)

Find an “Accountability partner”
(Accountability)

Plan when “Fun Choice Time” begins each
day (Scheduling)

Invest in a personal trainer (Foundation,
Accountability)

Rebels

Obligers

Better Than Before: courtesy of Gretchen Rubin

Present the sample strategy verbally, and ask students to use the arrow keys to vote on
which type of Tendency it might work best with.
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Take action! Part 1
Reflect on our discussions today. On the team social
media group, write a post NLT DDMM with a
strategy you will try once a day for the next week to
address:
1.

one aspect of your well-being according to the
Remente Life Wheel. This can be something you
want to improve or something you already great
at!

2.

one barrier to distance learning, which you feel
may be particularly challenging for you. Keep in
mind
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Take action! Part 2
Maximum TWO DAYS after you leave your post, revisit the group and leave minimum two messages of
encouragement to a classmate.
BONUS CHALLENGE: Agree with a classmate to
follow-up at a certain date. Decide how you ´will
reward yourselves if you succeed in your strategies.
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Thanks for participating!

Good luck!
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